Hope for Appalachia
Support Roles

Logistics Coordinator –
- Coordinates transport of Hope Boxes from Virginia to Kentucky
- Coordinates that all Hope Boxes and supplies are prepped and ready to deliver to each school each day

Hope Box Coordinator –
- Coordinates unpacking of Hope Boxes at the schools
- Confirms number of boxes matches student count at each school each day
- Repacks all unused boxes at the end of the day at each school

Photographer –
- Responsible for all photos and videos during the trip
- Responsible for selecting 40 photos and 3 to 4 videos to send to the videographer
- Responsible for Facebook posting while on travel so that non-traveling missionaries can share in the experience
- Remember to take lots of close-ups of children and missionaries

Music Coordinator –
- Responsible for coordination of all music at each school during trip
- Responsible for downloading Christian Contemporary music for welcome and dancing
- Responsible for any other music needed for skit or for games with the children

Kitchen Staff –
- Responsible for coordination with other teams staying on-site for all dinners
- Responsible for coordination and pick-up of all church sponsored dinners for the trip
- Tracking of lunch supplies
- Tracking of breakfast supplies (coffee, milk and juice)
- Clean up of kitchen each day (solicit help from missionaries)
- Supervision of final clean-up of kitchen before we leave

Praise & Worship Leader –
- Responsible for praise and worship each evening
- Responsible for all music or instruments for worship

Prayer Walkers –
- Responsible for walking the school and praying over the building, classrooms, staff and children
- Responsible for taking prayer requests from staff